Combining balloon artistry, magic, comedy and improv, this 45-minute action-packed performance is a Minecraft fan’s dream! Over a dozen volunteers join Jungle Jim on stage for activities such as the Building Block Madness Tournament, a riveting Zombie Chase, the Balloon Firework Rocket extravaganza, and the incredible giant slime-ball creation! Best suited for ages 3-10. Learn more at iLoveMyLibrary.com.

Hosted by: The Webster Memorial Library

Show Location: Wentworth Elementary School
1247 Mt Moosilauke Hwy, Wentworth, NH 03282

Date & Time: Thursday, June 1, 2017 at 1:30 pm

Funding for the Kids, Books and the Arts event is provided by the Jack and Dorothy Byrne Foundation, CHILIS, Cogswell Benevolent Trust, and is supported in part by a grant from the NH State Council on the Arts & the National Endowment for the Arts as well as funds administered by the NH State Library and provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services

Advanced notice required if a sign language interpreter is needed